Facilitating a sustainable **European forum** to raise awareness and strengthen the competitiveness of the European Software Industry

SWForum aims to create a self-sustainable online forum that facilitates and encourages both researchers and practitioners as well as projects in:

- Software technologies,
- Digital infrastructures,
- Cybersecurity.

Creating intersections of expertise and a multidisciplinary approach to research and innovation in this area.

**SWForum.eu in numbers**

- **Timing:** 30 months (start October 2020)
- **Budget:** € 998 920
- **Call Identifier:** H2020-ICT-2020-1
- **Topic:** ICT-50-2020 Software Technologies
European forum of the software research community - SWForum.eu project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 - Research and Innovation program - under grant agreement no. 957044.

**SWForum.eu PILLARS**

- Stakeholder Engagement and Synergies
- Coordination across national and international SW technology initiative
- Maximising impacts through SWForum.eu levers for participation in ICT Standardisation
- Driving new funding mechanisms, producing tangible results

**SWForum.eu OFFERS**

- **European Landscape Project Radar**
- **Research and Innovation Roadmaps**
- **Cross-fertilisation Workshops and Synergy**
- **MTRL Methodology**
- **SW Experts Forum Platform**

**Partnership behind SWForum**

Contributing with their specific expertise and know-how to the joint coordination and support activities will drive improvement of scientific and technological cooperation for mutual benefit.

**Join the SWForum.eu Community**

- @SWforumEU
- www.SWForum.eu
- company/SWForumEU